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A decoupled shock and _me tre_ cre_te_l by a hypersonic body
in a hya_r _ 3en-oxygen mixture. T}_e w_ve cea_r.stor experiment
will utilize a stationary wedg.e to gex_erate tl_e oblique waves.
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A detonation wave in a hydrogen-e0rygen mixture. The dightly
higher projectile _peed causes a ee_pling between the flame front
and the shock ,wh_e_ steepens imo a detonation wave.
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OBJECTIVES OF ODWE CONCEPT
STUDIES
• DEMONSTRATE THE FEASABILITY OF THE OBLIQUE DET-
ONATION WAVE ENGINE (ODWE) FOR HYPERSONIC PROPUL-
SION
• DEMONSTRATE THE EXISTANCE AND STABILITY OF AN
OBLIQUE DETONATION WAVE IN HYPERSONIC WIND TUN-
NELS
• DEVELOP ENGINEERING CODES WHICH WILL PREDICT
THE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ODWE
INCLUDING SPECIFIC IMPULSE AND THRUST COEFFICIENTS
FORVARIOUS OPERATING CONDITIONS
• DEVELOP MULTI-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER CODES WHICH
CAN MODEL ALL ASPECTS OF THE ODWE INCLUDING
FUEL INJECTION_ MIXING_ IGNITION_ COMBUSTION AND
EXPANSION WITH FULLY DETAILED CHEMICAL KINET-
ICS AND TURBULENCE MODELS
• VALIDATE THE CODES WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND
USE THE SIMULATIONS TO PREDICT THE ODWE PER-
FORaMANCE FOR CONDITIONS NOT EASILY OBTAINED IN
WIND TUNNELS
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OBJECTIVES OF
TRANS-ATMOSPHERIC VEHICLE
MISSION STUDIES
, COMPARE THE PERFORMANCE OF AN OBLIQUE DET-
ONATION WAVE ENGINE (ODWE) POWERED TRANS-
ATMOSPHERIC VEHICLE (TAV) TO A SCRAM JET POW-
ERED TAV
-DEVELOP A ONE-DIMENSIONAL CODE FOR THE
INLET, COMBUSTOR AND NOZZLE TO PREDICT
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE ODWE AND SCRAM-
JET ENGINES
-DESIGN AN OPTIMAL VEHICLE FOR BOTH AIR-
BREATHING PROPULSION SYSTEMS USING A SYN-
THESIS CODE FOR AERODYNAMICS_ AERO-THERMAL
HEATING, STRUCTURAL DESIGN_ VOLUME AND
WEIGHTS
- OPTIMIZE TRAJECTORY FOR BOTH VEHICLES TO
PLACE A 15,000 POUND PAYLOAD INTO A 120 NAU-
TICAL MILE LOW EARTH ORBIT
- COMPARE THE PERFORMANCE OF THE ODWE AND
SCRAM JET ENGINE OVER THE ENTIRE FLIGHT
REGIME
- COMPARE THE WEIGHTS AND PAYLOAD FRAC-
TIONS FOR VEHICLES USING ODWE OR SCRAM-
JET PROPULSION
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Fig. 4. Comparison of scramjet and ODWE performauce characteristic:
Shown are I,p and Cr profiles for q-2000 psf, 90% of heat loads
carried by fuel and 1100 K fuel temperature limit.
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Component weightfraction q=2000 psf q=1000 psf
Empty Weight
Structure
Propulsion Systems
Fixed Equipment
LH2
LOX
Payload
28.0%
18.4%
8.6%
1.1%
51.8%
15.9%
3.3%
27.1%
18.3%
7.8%
0.9%
50.6%
18.8%
2.4%
Table I: Scramjet vehicledata for fixedpayload of
15,000Ibs.Fractionsarerelativeto totaltake-offweight
of 460,512(623,000)Ibsfor q-2000 (1000)psf.
Component weightfraction
Empty Weight
Structure
Propulsion Systems
Fixed Equipment
LH2
LOX
Payload
q=2000 psf q-1000 psf
27.9%
18.8%
8.0%
1.1%
54.8%
12.5%
3.7%
Table 2: ODWE vehicledata forfixedpayloadof 15,000
Ibs. Fractionsare relativeto totaltake-offweight of
409,500 0 Ibsforq=2000 (1000)psf.
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF ODWE
• MULTI-DIMENSIONAL NAVIER-STOKES COMBUSTION CODE
FOR DETONATION AND FUEL INJECTION MODELING
2ND ORDER TOTAL VARIATION DIMINISHING (TVD)
METHOD USED TO MINIMIZE SHOCK SMEARING AND
ELIMINATE OSCILLATIONS.
DETAILED CHEMICAL KINETICS ADDED TO MODEL
DETONATIONS. OPERATOR SPLITTING COUPLES CHEM-
ICAL REACTIONS TO FLUID MOTION. OVERALL SCHEME
IS TIME-AC CURATE.
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EXPERIMENTAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE
ODWE CONCEPT
• DEMONSRATE THE EXISTANCE AND STABILITY OF
AN OBLIQUE DETONATION WAVE IN A HYPERSONIC
WIND TUNNEL
- EXAMINE THE MIXING CHARACTERISTICS OF VAR-
IOUS FUEL INJECTOR DESIGNS IN WIND TUNNEL
WITH ON-LINE GAS SAMPLING AND MASS SPEC-
TROMETRY
CREATE AN OBLIQUE DETONATION WAVE IN A 20
MW ARC HEATED WIND TUNNEL USING HYDRO-
GEN FUEL
- STUDY INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE AND PRES-
SURE ON DETONATION WAVE CHARACTERISTICS
- VALIDATE CFD CODES WITH EXPERIMENTAL IN-
JECTION AND DETONATION WAVE DATA
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Test set-up in 20 MW Panel Test Facility (PTF) arc heated hypersonic
wind tunnel. Two fuel injector struts are positioned at the exit of the
semi-elliptical nozzle. The degree of air-fuel mixing is determined by a gas
sampling probe on a 3-D traverse table. Mixtures are analyzed in real time
by a mass spectrometer.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
• A VEHICLE MISSION STUDY SHOWED THAT THE ODWE
EXHIBITS BETTER OVERALL PERFORMANCE THAN A SCRAM-
JET ENGINE. THE ODWE POWERED VEHICLE CARRIED
A 12_ HIGHER PAYLOAD WEIGHT THAN THE SCRAM JET
POWERED VEHICLE
• A MULTLDIMENSIONAL MODEL OF THE ODWE SHOWED
THAT A STABLE OBLIQUE DETONATION WAVE COULD BE
CREATED IN THE WIND TUNNEL FOR A WELL MIXED
FUEL-AIR CASE
• THE SAME COMPUTER MODEL WAS USED TO PREDICT
THE DEGREE OF FUEL-AIR MIXING FOR VARIOUS INJEC-
TOR CONFIGURATIONS
• AN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM WAS INITIATED FOR PROOF-
OF-CONCEPT STUDIES OF OBLIQUE DETONATION WAVES
IN AN ARC-HEATED HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
• VARIOUS FUEL INJECTORS WERE TESTED FOR FUEL-AIR
MIXING CHARACTERISTICS PRIOR TO DETONATION WAVE
TESTS
• TESTS TO ESTABLISH OBLIQUE DETONATION WAVES WERE
INCONCLUSIVE DUE TO LOW TEST PRESSURES AND IN-
ADEQUATE MIXING LENGTH
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Figure 1: Schematic of PDWA concept a_d its four mod_ of operation.
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Figure 9: Time sequence of density field (1o9_o trans_u_,.,.,.,u._ for axiaJ coupiing.
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F_cjufe _ Plessu;e conlouJs foa Corrlbmed Inlectot/C)BTonallon Tube sequence
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Figure 15: Preliminary design of a PDWA/scramjet engine.
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